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This Scambook Group Page started on November 7th, 2011, with initial reports beginning on October 15th, 2011

Sample Complaints Filed Against Advanced Grocery Savers

Complaint Title: Advance Grocery Saving Complaint 61390 for $19.95

Submitted by
Redtaurus
on 01/19/2014
Complaint #61390

Heard about the savings on the radio and called the number. Was told I would receive a card
that I could use at the grocery store for up to $1000. Was also promised to receive 3 Walmart
gift cards of $50 for signing up for three other services. Finally received the bogus coupon
card but haven't received the Walmart cards. Want to cancel the other three services but no
phone number is available. Waiting for the charges to hit my account so I can get information
to cancel.

Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 32281 for $22.00

Submitted by
cm2438
on 11/04/2013
Complaint #32281

They advertised a goverment stimulas on a local radio and said we would get $1000 in
groceries free, along with walmart gift cards  for signing up, then I recieve in the mail a
brochure for advanced grocery savers and its just coupons!!!! they are scamming thousands
of people!!! $19.96 for the stimulas package and $1.95 shipping, and now im enrolled to be
charged monthly by these other companies some one help!!!

Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 107061 for $19.95

Submitted by
Wannasue
on 04/28/2014
Complaint #107061

I heard the commercial on a Chicago Radio Station back in March. I immediately called and
ordered the card, because I knew I could us the extra as a single mother. After speaking with
2 representatives, I was assured that my card would arrive in 7-10 days. I was also informed
that I could use the card for anything except alcohol and tobacco products, and that if I didn't
call to cancel my membership for the shipping, and coupon savers I would have a reoccurring
monthly charge per membership.I was never told about the coupon savers placing a hold
charge on my account as well. After 3 weeks and no card or membership packet, I called and
was informed that all the information was sent to the wrong address on their behalf, and
reassured me that I would receive my card by April 27, 2012. NOT SO!!!!! I know that it is
only a day away, but after reading all of these post, I believe I have been had. And to top it all
off, I tried to call 866-761-1039 and it was disconnected. #REFUND OR LAW SUIT!!!
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Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 33865 for $19.95

Submitted by
AmazingChrissy5678
9
on 11/09/2013
Complaint #33865

I called the number after hearing the advvertisement on the radio. They informed me I would
recieve vouchers that could be used for any groceries- store or brand name, that I liked.
Asked me a few questions, told me I qualified and then told me all I had to do was pay $19.95
for shipping and handling of the vouchers. I became suspicious when he never asked for my
address or any other information I felt a "government stimulus program" would be interested
in. I told them that I would call back after I researched the program and found out all the scam
info listed. Companies like this should be jailed right alongside Madoff. Its sickening. 

Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 60753 for $19.99

Submitted by
choc
on 01/18/2014
Complaint #60753

i spoke with a company after hearing them on the radio advertising $1000 in free groceries
and i would be sent a card to take advantage of this offer and was also signed up for some
otgher programs that i could cancel.i never received the promised grocery card and have no
way of contacting them

Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 38367 for $19.95

Submitted by
mariangeles
on 11/21/2013
Complaint #38367

i heard an ad on the radio saying that this company represents a stimulus package. they
made it sound as if it was set forth by the government for some type of consumer research.
they never advised me that this was for coupons! after everything i decided to give the
coupons a try. i signed up online to reach the coupons and the registration apparently never
went through. i sent an email to customer service and the email bounced back as if that email
doesn't even exist!

Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 47550 for $19.95

Submitted by
Raleerue
on 12/14/2013
Complaint #47550

I was offered a grocery voucher deal worth 1,200 based on my zip code. I verified which
stores would work with the vouchers. They took my information & charged me 19.95. I
received nothing and all calls go to voicemail.

Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 107066 for $23.00

Submitted by
anetra
on 04/28/2014
Complaint #107066

 same as everyone else.heard it on the radio debit card charged,never got the card.had my
account closed so no more money would be stolen.radio station q95.5

Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 35329 for $19.95

Submitted by
robin
on 11/14/2013
Complaint #35329

it was announced on kiss fm 98.7 that a grocery stimilus was availabe in my area.  i was told
if a paid 19.95 i would get a check for fifteen dollars in my name and a certificate worth
1000.00 to be used for anything except  cigarettes and liquor to be received within seven to
ten days.  well it finally arrived and it is nothing but a cash rebate for$ 25.00 on   money spent
on groceries.  it must be an original receipt.  this poses a problem for me as it has a lot of my
information on the receipt.  the other thing was memebership for two other clubs only offering
discounts which i immediatley canceled.  i thought it might be a scam but it was announced
on kiss and when i mentioned this to shelly agent #3679 she assured me it was legit.
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Complaint Title: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 46178 for $30.00

Submitted by
Stephanie1976
on 12/11/2013
Complaint #46178

I heard the Add on the radio station called in because we are in hard times, the lady spoke so
fast it was like I didnt have time to say No. After giving my card information I decided it
sounded to good to be true and I looked the site up and low and behold.....SCAM
Oh my gosh I'm floored, this is right before the Holidays.

Sample Comments from the Group Members

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 35329 for $19.95

Submitted by
Brandi
on 11/15/2013
Comment #6903

Plz. I was also a victim. What can I do? I have 3 children and no room for scam  bs. 

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savings Program/ ATS Marketing Complaint 35529 for $19.95

Submitted by
probin71
on 11/29/2013
Comment #8163

not true

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savings Program/ ATS Marketing Complaint 35529 for $19.95

Submitted by
bbig438
on 12/11/2013
Comment #9205

i agree this crap is a big scam, they make it seem like they will send you a check fo $1000 so
spend on any grocery needs you have and all it is is a website with coupons you hav to order,
that you can actually get staight from the manufactorors themselves!
plus they sign you up for all these trials that you have 30 days to cancel and you wont get
charged, there supposed to send you an email stating exactly what those sites are and where
to go to cancel them, well they dont, and im still waiting for "support" to get back to me

P.S.   PROBIN71.... you obviously work for the company since ive seen you on 4 different
sites now talking about how great this crap is with only 1 post on each... at least switch up
your name in the future...

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 37556 for $19.95

Submitted by
probin71
on 11/27/2013
Comment #8003

Well, I have been using the program for about a year and it works great.  I have read through
all of these comments on the company and can tell that its user error, no fault of AGS.  Just
saying if used correctly it works.  Its not a magic bullet for savings, but if you use it right you
will save money. 

From Report: Advance Grocery Saving Complaint 43758 for $19.95

Submitted by
Littlewolf
on 12/05/2013
Comment #8717

Lynn ; I wish I had done what you did, because you saved yourself from a great big headache
,tat comes with trying to get money back or even findng a way to cancell the whole mess ,
they caught me on aday when I was weak ,I had just had chemotherapy that day and I should
have known better ,if it looks to good to be true then it is more than likely not real ,I just wish I
had remembered that ,that day ,you are the lucky one ;)
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From Report: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 38821 for $19.95

Submitted by
probin71
on 11/27/2013
Comment #8002

Well, I have been using the program for about a year and it works great.  I have read through
all of these comments on the company and can tell that its user error, no fault of AGS.  Just
saying if used correctly it works.  Its not a magic bullet for savings, but if you use it right you
will save money. 

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savings Program/ ATS Marketing Complaint 35529 for $19.95

Submitted by
beka1288
on 12/30/2013
Comment #10734

hello everyone i was wondering if anyone had a number for these scammers. 

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 26973 for $19.95

Submitted by
angryaurora
on 10/18/2013
Comment #5079

I heard this same AD in Aurora CO, called to sign up to do a Stimulus grocery survey, not
only was I ripped off my $19.95, but treated very poorly by their agents when I declined that I
wasn't interested in signing up for additional products/services that were free and could be
cancelled after the 1st 30 days otherwise would cost me $14.95 a month. I was told by the
agent that he felt sorry for me and refused to let me speak to his supervisor and then hung up
on me. When contacting Customer Service to be refunded and removed from the program I
was mocked and laughed at. This is a terrible company and they are doing terrible things to
people.. STAY CLEAR!

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 35542 for $19.95

Submitted by
PortlandGuy
on 12/09/2013
Comment #9089

I feel the need to respond to this "complaint" from Coreen from 11/14/2011.  The Advanced
Grocery Savers program is exactly that... A PROGRAM.  It is not simply "pay $20 and receive
$1,000 in free groceries" as Coreen seems to be suggesting in her complaint.  It is a program
that IF USED PROPERLY does in fact work very well and has saved many people thousands
of dollars on their grocery bills.  Too many people think that they can just get everything in
this world for free and as everyone should know, that's not how the world works.  Advanced
Grocery Savers is a legitimate program that DOES IN FACT WORK!!!  

I suspect that the individual posting this complaint thought they were gonna be handed
$1,000 in free groceries by simply paying someone $20.  Sorry, that's not how it works in the
world!  You are paying for the system, and if you don't use it properly, guess what??? IT
WON'T WORK.  Naturally the internet let's anyone anonymously complain about anything
under the sun, but anyone that is reading this should be aware - the claims in this complaints
are completely inaccurate, so BEWARE!!! 

From Report: Advanced Grocery Savers Complaint 46178 for $30.00

Submitted by
Stephanie1976
on 12/11/2013
Comment #9233

So after she charged my card 19.99 she said it was an additional 1.95 for about 5 other free
services just to pay for shipping. So come Monday my already low banck account will be
even less by 30.00$
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